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VI.

NOTICE OF THE EXAMINATION OF PREHISTORIC KITCHEN MID-
DENS ON THE ARCHERFIELD ESTATE, NEAR GULLANE, HADDING-
TONSHIRE, IN NOVEMBER 1907. BY ALEX. 0. CURLE, SECRETARY.

The links which fringe the shore on the Archerfield estate are, on
the east side of Gullane Bay and northward of the Black Rocks,
deeply indented hy a series of long ravines running inland among
the sand-hills in an easterly direction. From their surface the
sand is being constantly blown by the prevailing westerly winds, and
there have been thus exposed to view sites of former occupations
readily recognisable from the number of bleached whelk and limpet
shells scattered over them. Quantities of bones and teeth, of oxen and
other animals, lie strewn about the surface, and numerous small cairns
also testify to the presence here of a community in prehistoric times.
The more important of these ravines are four in number, and of these
the second, approached from the direction of Gullane, now particularly
claims our attention. From the upper edge of the old raised beach
which crosses its entrance it extends landward for several hundred
yards. On the south side, where its walls are some 20 feet in
height and about 60 yards inwards, lies a low mound of loam and
sand whose highest elevation is 3 to 4 feet above the gravelly floor
exposed towards the opposite side. The breadth of the ravine at this
point is 37 paces. The area over which the bleached shells lie strewn
is not capable of accurate definition, but is approximately 24 paces from
north to south and 20 paces from east to west. Except on the summit
of the mound, the shells lie almost entirely on the surface. There,
however, a few feet out from the bank, beneath a depth of 2 or 3
inches of blown sand, lay two well-defined deposits of sandy soil,
much discoloured, and thickly interspersed with food refuse. The first
lay towards the seaward end of the mound, and was found to measure
about 12 feet by 9 feet. For a foot or two near the centre a compact
mass of shells, etc., lay to a depth of about 4 inches, and thence the
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deposit gradually diminished in depth till at the limits of the excavation
it was represented merely by a thin black streak. The shells of whelks
and limpets greatly predominated, but there were also in smaller
quantities shells of the oyster and mussel, portions of crab claws, hones
of various animals, and parts of horns of the red deer. Intermingling
with this refuse lay a number of fragments of coarse, hand-made pottery,
portions of two vessels of a finer quality decorated in parallel rings with
the impress of a twisted cord or thong, two scrapers, and several flakes of

Fig. 1. Eubbing Stone of Sandstone. (J.)

flint; and likewise, strangely out of place, a small copper coin, a
" turner," of the reign of Charles II. From this area there came also
part of a block of sandstone (fig. 1) 9| inches in length by 6 inches
in breadth, broken at one end, and showing on its upper side
two parallel hollows. The larger, which occupies about two-thirds of
the area of the stone, has its surface smooth except for a number of small
indentations suggesting some secondary use. In the smaller hollow are
faintly discernible certain smooth, parallel faces such as would be pro-
duced by polishing or sharpening a narrow, flat-edged tool. Similar
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rubhing stones are common among the relics of the Swiss lake dwellings,
and have been found elsewhere.

The second deposit lay 5 feet east from the first, and at the same level.
The conditions disclosed were identical, the discoloured sand or soil
being almost black and very full of food refuse. The deposit, from a
thickness of about 4 inches in the centre, gradually thinned away till at

Fig. 2. Bone Pin and Chisel-ended Bones, (f.)

the edge of the excavated area, which also measured 12 feet by'9 feet, it
was represented by: a mere streak. The relics, however, were much
more plentiful, and included portions of eighteen different vessels, most of
which were highly decorated and of a character quite distinct from that of
the heavier fragments found in the adjacent deposit. There were also
found a bone-pin 3 inches in length (fig. 2), a portion of a chisel-ended
implement of bone, which may be compared with somewhat similar
objects found in the Oban caves and in the shell mounds at Oronsay
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(described in the Proceedings, vol. xxxii.), a flint knife, two scrapers,
and a few flakes of flint (fig. 3). . To make sure that no other deposits
-lay near, the surrounding sand was examined till an area 54 feet by 12

Fig. 3. Flakes and Scrapers of Flint.

feet had been cleared, but except a few small fragments of pottery, some
of which was much weathered, and a few pieces of flint, nothing further
was discovered.

Twenty feet or so eastward were surface indications of a similar
midden. Here also, when the upper sand had been removed, there was
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exposed a layer of sand blacker than in the other areas and containing
traces of charcoal and charred wood. The shells, though less numerous,
were of the same character, and there were a few broken animal bones.
Remains of pottery were much less abundant and less varied than in
the deposit previously examined. Eight distinct vessels are, however,
represented by fragments contrasting markedly in character with the
pottery from the other two sites, viz. four vessels of the thin red ware
decorated with the impressed twisted cord, three with the class of orna-
ment predominating on the shards from the second site (two of which,
however, are represented only by single small fragments), and one of the
coarse thick quality found in the first deposit. A few scrapers and
flakes of flint were also obtained. The area examined, the sand from
which, as in the previous cases, was all passed through a half-inch riddle,
covered about 30 square yards.

No remains of cairns lay in the immediate vicinity of these middens
(the only one in this particular ravine being upon the opposite side,
about 40 yards distant), nor were there any indications whatever of a
burial, either by inhumation or after cremation, in connection with them.
At the seaward end of the bunker and in those adjacent are a number of
shell-bestrewn areas presenting similar features, but though I made a
partial examination of several of them, from none did I obtain a trace of
pottery or flint.

The pottery of which portions have been recovered resolves itself into
two main classes, (1) thick coarse vessels of large diameter, and (2)
vessels of finer texture, smaller diameter, and with decoration in repeat-
ing zones. The first class is represented by the remains of five vessels,
four of which came from the first, the most westerly site, and one, a
solitary fragment, from the eastmost site furthest up the hollow. They
are distinguished by the thickness of their walls and consequent weight
as well as by the character of ornamentation. The three of which
sufficient portions remain to warrant an opinion of their forms appear to
have been cylindrical, with raised mouldings around the brim. In one
case (fig. 4) these mouldings, four in number, are on the outside, while
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on No. 1 (fig. 5) there is a single moulding on the inside. On both
vessels the hollows which define the mouldings bear impressed markings.
On No. 2 (fig. 5) the three prominent mouldings are also on the inside.

Fig. 4. Portion of cylindrical Vessel with exterior mouldings
round the rim. (J.)

The additional ornamentation on the body of the vessel shown in fig. 4
consists of longitudinal stripes of herring-bone pattern enclosed between
two narrow parallel lines | inch apart. The pattern is repeated at 2|
inches distance. Both stripes converge slightly towards the base,
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suggesting .a gradual restriction of the 'diameter of the vessel in that
direction; The height of the fragment (which does not extend to the

Fig. 5. Portions of Vessels with interior mouldings round the rim. (§.)

base of the vessel) is 8 inches, and indicates an approximate diameter for
the vessel of 9T

7g-.inches. No.' l,.in fig. 5, is quite plain on .the outside
and much blackened on that surface, with a sooty incrustation. The
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approximate diameter of the vessel was 7yf- inches. No. 2, in fig. 5, is a
small fragment also undecorated on the outer surface and showing an
approximate diameter of 9-^f inches. The fourth example is a portion
of the side of a vessel decorated -with a hold, zigzag ornament running
horizontally around it. It is thick and heavy, with a very smooth
external surface and much blackened in the interior. The fifth vessel of
this class is represented by a small shard from the most easterly site,

Fig. 6. Upper part of Vessel reconstructed. (§.)

much blackened externally and internally, and ornamented on the outside
with a hand of rudely formed chevrons made with the finger-nail pressed
forward into the soft clay. There is an indication at the edge of the
fragment of a repetition of the band.v

The second class is represented by remains of twenty-seven vessels. Of
this large number it was only possible in two cases to piece together a
sufficient number of fragments to show the original shape of the vessels,
as represented in figs. 6 and 7. So far as a conclusion is justified from
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the fragments, they differ in no respect from the vessels associated with
burials and known as drinking cups or beakers. Here is the same
characteristic style of ornament in repeating zones, the same combina-
tions of chevrons, diapers, zigzags, and straight lines, made with a
pointed implement or a comb, or the impress of a twisted cord or thong.

Fig. 7. Upper part of Vessel reconstructed. (§.)

The texture and thickness of the pottery is similar, and the dimensions
of the vessels, so far as ascertainable, are analogous. Unfortunately there
was not recovered a sufficient portion of any one vessel to supply the
exact shape, but the indication from the upper portions, which pre-
dominate, is that they fall into two classes, viz.—those with a high
straight brim with a slightly incurving tendency, and those with an
everted brim. To the former category belonged apparently all the
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vessels with the varied ornament, while to the latter belonged those
ornamented solely with the impress of the twisted cord. Besides a

3.

Fig. 8. Fragments of Vessels with straight brims,

difference in outline, a distinction may be noted in the character of the
lips, which are either worked to a narrow, rounded edge as shown in the
sections of fig. 6, fig. 8 No. 4, and fig. 9 No. 7, and in all the cord-
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impressed specimens, or flattened with a slight level inwards, retaining

Fig. 9. Fragments of Vessels showing different varieties of decoration.

the same thickness1 as the wall, of the vessel, e.g. sections of fig. 8 Nos. 2,
3, and 5 ; and fig. 9 No. 6. .
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The thin reddish vessels decorated with the cord impress were
common to all three sites, though only two fragments of different vessels
came from the first site and portions of probably only one from the
second. From the third site there came the remains of four, all distinct,
viz.—one with three lines of impression on the inside of the lip,
another with four lines in a similar position, one with a plain lip of f-
inch in depth above the impressions, and a small portion of the side and
bottom of another vessel on which the impression was double.

None of the vessels of the second class show the sooty incrustation or
discoloration apparent on those of the first class.

No fragments of the highly decorated ware were found in the first
site nor of the thick heavy pots in the second, which was almost
contiguous.

Though the pottery of the second class is characteristic of the age of
bronze, the absence of metal and the presence of the flint knife, bone,
chisel, and scrapers indicate that the inhabitants of these sites had not
yet emerged from the Neolithic state of culture.

I am indebted to Professor Bayley Balfour and Mr Harry F. Tagg of
the Royal Botanic Gardens for examining the fragments of carbonised
•wood which they have pronounced to be remains of the bark of the
Scots pine (Pinus sylvestris) and the bark and wood of the birch
(Betula alba).

In conclusion, I would add that Mr J. E. Cree's interesting discovery
of similar remains in his garden at North Berwick (reported elsewhere
in this volume), suggested to him and myself an inspection of these
sites, with the results above narrated. Besides assisting in the active
work of excavation, I am indebted to Mr Cree for piecing together the
broken pottery, drawing the sections, and other assistance.


